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If Walt Whitman had come again to stand the United States on the finish of the twentieth
Century, those are the poems he may need written. no matter if adapting the lengthy
Whitmanian line, reinventing the prose poem, or alternating lyric and prose meditations, Jon
Davis has taken the degree of those instances and located an international the place advantage
has been wolfed through appetite, the place the personal and familial were invaded through the
tawdry, Scrimmage of Appetite the commercial, and the vicious, as though our lives have been
hotwired to our tv sets, our minds crackling with the free electrical energy of an scan long gone
wrong. In poems which are formidable and political with no being sententious or partisan, Davis
turns to the facility of phrases for how to reconcile the irreconcilable, praising language as a
rich, entangled, and inexhaustible resource of solace and meaning. With Scrimmage of
Appetite, Jon davis has fulfilled Wallace Stevens's picture of a poet "merciless / to complete the
reality in his intelligence."
This was once one other booklet that it took me a while to attach with. I are likely to want easy
poems and Jon Davis' poems aren't simple. they're long, nested, and complex. His sentences
rail opposed to structure. He makes use of an analogous phrases and photographs over and
over--appetite, ochre, birds… yet I saved studying simply because he lives in and writes New
Mexico, and someplace towards the center of the book, i started to sink into the syncopated
rhythm of it. And within Scrimmage of Appetite the specified center i discovered the poem The
Wheel of urge for food and was once hooked.This is a ebook that may be learn again and again
again. each poem is an international with many and sundry degrees that, with every one
reading, unearths whatever formerly unseen.
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